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Executive Summary
The Earth's upper atmosphere and space environment, termed "geospace," are important
from the perspective of fundamental astrophysical processes. They are also becoming increas-
ingly important for their practical effects on space based and globally distributed engineering
infrastructures (e.g. the effects on communications, navigation, power distribution, etc.) Many
fundamental scientific questions regarding the behaviors of these environments will require new
approaches for resolution. One of the new approaches that is necessary, and becoming increas-
ingly viable given technological advances, is the use of multiple diagnostic satellites that are
operated in highly controlled and coordinated fashions with respect to each other. Missions uti-
lizing such "multiprobe" approaches can:
!) Separate spatial and temporal variations in the geospace environment.
2) Expose cross-scale coupling processes that are prevalent in the geospace environment.
3) Provide spatial and temporal sampling that are commensurate with theoretical models and data
assimilation procedures.
These unique features of the multiprobe approach are the critical factors in moving fi'om
a phenomenological characterization of geospace to an understanding of the fundamental process-
es that control the behavior of geospace.
In order to understand the response of the system to external drivers we must understand
how the geospace environment processes the energy and mass flow that are delivered to it and
we must understand how the redistribution of energy and mass within the system is accom-
plished. One must appreciate the fact that the behavior of the geospace system cannot be speci-
fied by knowledge of only the driving inputs. Rather, there is a connection between the driving
inputs and the existing state of the system that determines its response. The response can be very
dynamic and perturbations that originate in relatively small regions can propagate throughout the
system on time scales of a few minutes to a few hours. We have made great strides in achieving
a phenomenological understanding of the geospace response that has been spurred by previously
successful space flight missions and the ongoing ISTP program. The upcoming TIMED mission
will yield similar improvements for the upper atmospheric regions. These missions can and will
uncover the magnitude of changes that take place when external drivers change and the relation-
ships between changes that take place in widely different regions of geospace. However, there
are fundamental gaps in our understanding of the picture. We do not understand how the changes
are effected and we do not understand which of a variety of processes might be responsible for
the related changes. This gap in our understanding results primarily from the large range of spa-
tial scales that operate in an extremely large volume. The coupling between these scales through-
out the volume of geospace must be understood. Such an understanding can only be reached with
simultaneous measurements at multiple locations with variable spacing in geospace.
In this report we describe three geospace multiprobe missions that could provide the first
giant steps forward. A Magnetospheric Multiscale Mission will examine critical boundaries in the
magnetosphere with spatial scales from kilometers to several Earth radii. The low-altitude extent
of the geospace environment will be investigated to understand energy dissipation in the upper
atmosphereby theGlobalElectrodynamicsMission.Theprocessesmediatingglobaltransportof
energy and momentumin the magnetospherewill be investigatedby the Magnetospheric
ConstellationMission.
The MagnetosphericMultiscaleMissionemployssix spacecrafto combineinsitu meas-
urementsof temporalandspatialfeaturesin themagnetospherewithglobal imagingthatdelivers
adescriptionof theglobalresponseof thesystem.Twospacecraftwill providetheimagingcapa-
bility while four identically instrumentedsatelliteswill fly in formationto different locationsin
themagnetospherewherecritical energyandmasstransportprocessesoccur. At theselocations
(in the magnetospherictail andthedaysidemagnetopausetbr example)thedistancebetweenthe
probesmaybevariedfrom afew kilometersto severalEarthradii in orderto discoverthespatial
andtemporalscalesof importance.
TheGlobalElectrodynamicsMissionwill employfive spacecrafto provideanexamina-
tion of the energyexchangeprocessesbetweentheionizedandneutralcomponentsof theupper
atmospherewith adescriptionof its global responserecordedwith remote-imagingtechniques.
Four identically instrumentedsatelliteswill becapableof in-situ samplingin regionsbelow200
km whereenergyand momentumareexchangedbetweenthe ionizedand neutralgassesand
whereelectromagneticenergyfrom themagnetosphereis ultimatelydissipatedasheatandlight.
With onboardpropulsion,the four spacecraftwill fly approximatelyalongthe sameorbit with
variableseparationsallowingspatialandtemporalvariationsto be identified.
The MagnetosphericConstellationMission will addressthe key questionof the global
evolutionof smallscalefeaturesinto largerscalefeaturesin themagnetosphere.Thesequestions
aredirectly relatedto the responseof the systemto magnetosphericsubstormsand to the role
small scaleturbulenceplaysin largescaleconvection In orderto accomplishthis task,we must
distributein excessof 20spacecraftinto themagnetosphericvolumein amannerthatallowsthem
to sequentiallysamplea small regionin spacewhile theorbitsallow suchsequentialsamplesto
be takenat widely separatedlocations.The powerof a largenumberof samplesis considerably
enhancedby utilizing the capability to performradio soundingbetweenthe spacecraft.Then
tomographicimagingtechniquescanbeutilizedto describetheevolutionof theplasmawithin the
largevolumeboundedby thespacecraftorbits.
This report shouldserveasthe initial steptoward further missionrefinementsthat will
ensuretheflight readinessof thesemissionswithin thenext5 years.
1. THE GEOSPACE ENVIRONMENT
1.1 Introduction
The geospace environment includes neutral
gases, plasmas, energetic particles, and magnet-
ic and electric fields within a broad region that
extends from -60 km to -100 RE altitude. It is rep-
resentative of a broad class of astrophysical sys-
tems involving the flow-induced creation of
dynamic and hot magnetized plasmas and the
subsequent interaction of that created environ-
ment with the surrounding medium of cooler
gases and plasmas. We have learned that such
environments generate a vast array of fascinating
phenomena that includes the hyperacceleration of
charged particles, beautifully structured optical
and x-ray emissions, and powerful electrical dis-
charges connecting vastly separated regions of
space. We have also come to appreciate the prac-
tical importance to mankind of understanding
these phenomena as realized in the geospace
environment.
The starting conditions for the generation of the
geospace environment include the Earth's mag-
netic field and neutral atmosphere, and the vari-
ous emanations from the Sun, including the plas-
ma solar wind, magnetic fields, and UV radiation.
The atmosphere absorbs the UV radiation,
becoming partially ionized and providing a lower
boundary to our geospace environment. The mag-
netic field interacts with charged particles and the
magnetic field from the Sun to form an outer
boundary of the geospace environment called the
magnetopause. The vast volume of geospace
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enclosing a fully ionized plasma in the magnetos-
phere, extracts electromagnetic and particle ener-
gy from the Sun, redistributes it, sometimes explo-
sively, within the magnetosphere, and dissipates it
as heat and light in the upper atmosphere. The
energy conversion, transport, and dissipation
processes are controlled by plasma phenomena
that are applicable in a wide range of astrophysi-
cal conditions and are part of the unique environ-
ment of a planet that supports the evolution of life.
Charged particles in the geospace environ-
ment originate in the solar wind and are produced
internally by the absorption of UV radiation from
the Sun and by impact ionization interactions with
other energized charged particles. The presence
of the planetary magnetic field provides a natural
magnetic bottle in which a significant population of
the charged particles can be energized and
trapped. The resulting charged particle radiations
are a critical natural hazard to space-borne elec-
tronic systems and astronauts. Much of the ener-
gy processed by the magnetosphere is dissipated
in the upper atmosphere, leading to modifications
that are of practical importance to mankind. These
include induced electrical currents that can dam-
age power networks and pipelines, atmospheric
heating causing huge increases in the drag on
low-altitude space systems, and disruptions to HF
and UHF communications, including critical navi-
gation systems. For a world that is becoming
increasingly dependent on globally distributed and
space-based high technology infrastructures, it is
becoming increasingly important that we under-
stand the processesinvolvedin the conversion,
transport,and dissipationof energy in the geo-
spaceenvironment.
The processesthattake placein the geospace
environmentaresensitiveto long-termchangesin
the solar output occurring over time scales of
many centuries.At the other extreme they are
sensitiveto short-termchangesin the densityand
velocityof plasmastakingplaceover time scales
of lessthan 1 second.The rangeof spatialscales
is similarly vast, varyingfrom the dimensionsof
the geospace environmentitself (10's of Earth
radii) to the motion of individualparticles in the
magneticfield (a few centimeters).What is more
significantis that processesthat operateat one
temporalor spatial scale are invariablycoupled
stronglyto processesthatoperateat verydifferent
scales.Strongcross-scalecoupling,inparta con-
sequenceof the long-rangenatureof electromag-
netic interactions, is apparently ubiquitous to
space plasmasystems and representsa funda-
mental impediment to characterizingthe geo-
spaceenvironmentwithsinglesatellitemissions.
Furtherunderstandingof many importantgeo-
spaceprocesseswill requiremultiplesatellitemis-
sions with closely coordinated operations and
orbitalpositions.To resolvethe space-timeambi-
guitiesthat have always been inherentin space
plasmameasurements,and to makethe connec-
tions between processes acting over different
spatial and temporal scales, it is necessaryto
make measurementssimultaneouslyat multiple
positions within the geospace environment.
Becausecriticalportionsof thegeospacemedium
are invisible to remote-sensingtechniques,such
measurementsrequire the use of multiplesatel-
lites flying in close coordinationwith each other.
While new techniqueshave been developedfor
theremote-sensingof spaceplasmas,formingthe
basis,for example,of the upcomingIMAGEmis-
sion,these techniquescannotsensemanyof the
criticalparametersthat are neededto understand
the processesoperatingwithinthegeospaceenvi-
ronment
1.2 Basic Characteristics
Previous spaceflight missions devoted to
exploring the geospace environment have provid-
ed a substantial framework describing different
pieces of the geospace environment and have
demonstrated the need to understand the con-
nections between them. An important property of
space plasma environments is the existence of
nonlocal coupling processes. The motion of
charged particles can produce currents and elec-
tric fields both of which produce forces that act
remotely from the source region. The situation is
further complicated by the presence of an external
magnetic field which produces radical differences
in the mobility of charged particles in the direc-
tions parallel and perpendicular to the field. In this
case communication over vast distances is made
by magnetic field-aligned currents and electro-
magnetic waves. These electrical connections
can be established between plasma environments
that are very different. Hot, fully ionized plasma in
the magnetosphere is connected to relatively cold
partially ionized plasma in the upper atmosphere.
While we presently know that these connections
exist, how the connections are established and
maintained has yet to be discovered.
Present physical descriptions of the global flow
of momentum and energy from the solar wind
through geospace have relied primarily on rela-
tively simple magnetohyrodynamic (MHD) fluid
approaches. While these approaches allow a
description of geospace like those shown in figure
1, the ISTP and FAST satellites have provided
new insights into the complexity of this transport
and underscore the processes operating on a
spectrum of scale sizes (both MHD and sub-MHD)
that complicate any simple fluid description. At
present, we have a growing appreciation that
structured, turbulent flows play an important, if not
central, role in the transport. Turbulence is a fea-
ture likely ubiquitous in solar system and astro-
physical fluids. The geospace environment pro-
vides a nearby laboratory where these naturally
occurring processes of the plasma universe can
be readily explored over a wide range of spatial
and temporal scales.
At the outer boundary of the geospace envi-
ronment, and deep within the tail of the magne-
tosphere, two fully ionized gases with different
magnetic field configurations meet. This meeting
place is the site of magnetic-field reconnection,
where significant energy conversion and mass
transport occur, and which are well documented
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Figure 1. This MHD simulation of the magne-
tosphere illustrates spatial variations in density
and boundary locations that additionally
change in time.
from previous missions. However, the processes
responsible for the observed phenomena, which
are applicable in other astrophysical systems,
have yet to be understood. Multipoint measure-
ments are required to advance this area where
the role of spatial and temporal gradients must be
understood.
Within the magnetosphere, the plasma and
magnetic field are highly variable, often respond-
ing in dramatic fashion to small changes in exter-
nal forces. Small scale disturbances may expand
to much larger scales and propagate from a small
localized source to involve the entire magnetos-
phere. Not only have these propagation effects
been observed at widely separated locations, but
in the near future we will image the global
response of the magnetosphere with NASA's
IMAGE mission. Nevertheless, the conditions
under which small perturbations will grow, and the
mechanisms involved in their expansion, remain
to be discovered. Such a discovery will require
the deployment of multiple observation platforms
that can provide an instantaneous picture of the
field and plasma structure out to distances of
many Earth radii.
At the inner boundary, the geospace environ-
ment is a partially ionized atmosphere that pro-
vides a medium in which electromagnetic and par-
ticle energy is dissipated. The particle energy
originates from the magnetosphere. In specific
spatial locations, or when the configuration
changes, the magnetic field no longer efficiently
traps the energetic particles in the magnetos-
phere. Then they may travel along the magnetic
field and impact the atmosphere, producing excit-
ed species that radiate in the aurora.
The impact of these particles changes the
dynamics and the conducting properties of the
medium and this information ,is transmitted back to
the magnetosphere, modifying its behavior. The
dynamics of the upper atmosphere are also affect-
ed by the varying solar UV input and by the
dynamics and chemistry of the lower atmosphere.
This coupling between the upper and lower
atmospheres may involve the propagation of
waves from the surface and the human induced
changes in the chemical composition of the
atmosphere.
As a recurring theme it should be emphasized
that while previous missions have well
exposed the connected nature of different
regions of the geospace environment, the
most effective mechanisms establishing the
connections have yet to be understood. The
hierarchy of spatial and temporal scale sizes
involved in coupling processes leads natural-
ly to a requirement for multiple point measure-
ments with a variety of spatial and temporal
separations.
Figure 2. This simulation of the upper atmos-
phere winds and composition shows that
inputs at high latitudes affect the entire global
system.
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2. SCIENTIFIC OUTLOOK
2.1 The Outer Boundary
The Bow Shock and Magnetosheath
The outer boundary of the geospace environ-
ment is important because all energy from the
solar wind must flow through it. This region is
complex because the interaction between the
supersonic solar wind and the Earth's magnetic
obstacle is decidedly nonlinear. Since the speed
of the solar wind exceeds the speed of information
traveling from the Earth telling the solar wind that
the Earth and its magnetosphere are blocking the
advancing solar wind, a shock wave forms that
heats, slows and deflects the flow around this
obstacle. Across the shock the magnetic field and
flow are reconfigured so that the magnetic field
drapes over the obstacle and the flow is diverted
around it. Detailed observations show the bow
shock is rarely, if ever, stationary. Thus, informa-
tion on the global state or position of the bow
shock and magnetosheath is difficult to deduce
from single point observations.
The properties of the solar wind undergo both
slow and abrupt changes as the solar wind moves
toward the outer boundary of the magnetosphere,
the magnetopause. The bow shock, across which
the first jump in properties occurs, is a fast mag-
netosonic wave. Two other waves exist in a mag-
netized plasma that also can cause abrupt
changes in the plasma. These waves propagate
more slowly so that they stand in the flow closer to
the obstacle. They are the Alfven wave, that
rotates the magnetic field direction, and the slow-
mode wave, that compresses the plasma but rar-
efies the magnetic field. All these processes act
to change the properties of the plasma as it
moves through the region between the shock and
the magnetosphere called the magnetosheath.
The formation and the evolution of the series of
the standing waves between the bow shock and
the magnetopause requires more quantitative
studies. Numerous observations of a slow-mode
transition upstream of the magnetopause with
large density enhancements and with weakening
and bending of magnetic field lines were made
from the ISEE spacecraft. Regions of enhanced
and reduced magnetic pressure were interpreted
as standing slow-mode structures. The pile-up of
magnetic field adjacent to the day side magne-
topause squeezes the plasma out of the region
resulting in a low-density region.
As we place more and more sophisticated
technological systems in space it is becoming
more and more imperative to determine how
the magnetosphere reacts globally to the pas-
sage of interplanetary disturbances such as
coronal mass ejections or interplanetary shocks.
Yet it is only after these events have been
processed through the shock and the magne-
tosheath, that the inner magnetosphere, iono-
sphere and thermosphere react to them. Thus, it
is essential that the properties of the bow
shock and its influence on the plasma in the
magnetosheath be understood.
The Magnetopause and Reconnection
The magnetopause, which is the boundary
layer between solar plasma and the Earth's mag-
netic field, is in constant motion, controlled by the
solar wind dynamic pressure and by the south-
ward component of the interplanetary magnetic
field (IMF). An increased solar wind pressure
compresses the magnetopause and moves it
Earthward while the southward interplanetary
magnetic field removes flux from the day side and
adds it into the tail magnetosphere.
The solar wind magnetic field produces a tan-
gential stress by linking up with geomagnetic field
lines across the magnetopause in a process
known as reconnection. Throughout most of the
volume of space, magnetized plasmas are fairly
uniform along the magnetic field and therefore act
as perfect electrical conductors. This high electri-
cal conductivity minimizes any electric fields along
the magnetic field and the plasma and field move
as a unit. Thus the magnetic field is said to be
frozen into the plasma. Reconnection, however,
allows electric fields to appear along the magnet-
ic field in a thin boundary region and the magnet-
ic field is no longer frozen into the plasma.
Linkage of the magnetic field across the magne-
topause allows the solar wind plasma and mag-
netospheric plasmas on these field lines to mix
and to be accelerated tailward above and below
the magnetosphere. Once the field and plasma
reach the tail region they are added to the mag-
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netotail. Thenet resultof daysidereconnectionis
to transportmagneticflux from the daysideto the
tail. This altersthe shapeof the magnetosphere,
the magneticflux contentof thetail, andtheener-
gycontentof the tail.
Observations at the Earth's magnetopause
indicate that magnetic reconnection is time
dependentand exhibits significant three-dimen-
sionaleffects.Severalmodelsof thetimedepend-
ent reconnection include bursty single X-line
reconnection,multiple X-line reconnection,and
intermittent patchy reconnection. The three-
dimensionaltopology results in the formationof
magnetic flux ropes with multiple reconnection
sites,and strongtube-alignedflowsareexpected
to resultfromthe reconnection.The reconnection
is also associated with plasma acceleration
eventsinthedaysidemagnetosphere.Inclusionof
2-D and 3-D effects is necessary to properly
modelthe reconnectionprocess. However,pres-
ent observations are insufficient to assess the
relative merits of different models. To answer
questions on reconnection, flux transfer events,
and ultimately energy flow and solar wind plasma
entry into the magnetosphere, the large-scale
structure of the magnetopause needs to be deter-
mined, in addition to the microscale processes
that act within it. The magnetopause is a very thin
boundary and is difficult to study without a care-
fully designed observational program consisting of
multiple, strategically instrumented probes. The
key outstanding question in this process is what
controls the rate at which energy coupling takes
place. What processes produce particle accel-
eration in the current layer known as the mag-
netopause? Does the microscale control the
dynamics of the macroscale processes in the
magnetosphere? This same question is out-
standing and important in the dayside magne-
topause at low latitudes and at high latitudes.
Allied with this question is the problem of the
source of the magnetospheric boundary layer.
Again, are microprocesses controlling the entry of
plasma into the magnetosphere, and if so are they
processes such as diffusion or is the magnetic
reconnection process in some way responsible?
While the boundary layer is one region in which
mass gains entry into the magnetosphere from the
solar wind, the polar cusp, the weak-field region of
the Earth's magnetosphere is another. This
region is also poorly understood, especially con-
cerning the role of microphysics and macro-
physics in determining the entry of plasma into the
magnetosphere. Finally, there is the coupling of
these stresses from the outer boundary of the
magnetosphere to the ionosphere. If the magnet-
ic field lines are equipotentials then field-aligned
currents arise along them and the stress can be
transmitted by the closure currents in the iono-
sphere. However, if micro instabilities arise in
these currents, parallel electric fields can be pres-
ent that allow the decoupling of these regions.
This is another region in which cross-scale cou-
pling of magnetospheric processes may con-
trol the dynamics of the magnetosphere.
2.2 The Interior
The interior of the geospace environment, the
magnetosphere, is a vast region extending from
about 500--1000 km altitude out to distances of 10
Earth radii on the sunward side of the planet and
to 50 Earth radii and beyond on the nightside. In
this region the magnetic field geometry changes
dramatically from a dipole geometry close to the
Earth to a highly variable and stretched configura-
tion in the tail. The plasma populations likewise
change dramatically, from a dense very low ener-
gy gas near the Earth, to a more tenuous but high-
ly energetic plasma at greater distances.
Exchange of energy between the magnetic field
and the plasma may take place very rapidly and is
the most important feature that determines the
distribution of energy within the system. Yet the
conditions under which such energy exchange
occurs, and the resulting evolution, escape our
understanding.
The Quiet-time Plasma Sheet
The plasma sheet and particularly its central
portion, the current sheet, are the most dynamic
regions of the magnetotail. It is there that the cur-
rents supporting the antiparallel fields of the mag-
netotail lobes are confined. It is there that the
energy imparted to the magnetosphere from the
solar wind, and stored in the form of magnetic
energy in the Earth's magnetotail, gets trans-
formed into particle energy and affects the auroral
ionosphere, the ring current, and the environment
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neargeosynchronousorbit. Althoughthe ultimate
sourceof energyis thesolarwind, the transfer of
that energy to the plasma sheet particles is
not well understood.
It is during times of magnetic activity associat-
ed with substorms that the magnetosphere under-
goes its most radical changes and that coupling
between the magnetosphere and the ionosphere
is manifested in enhanced currents and auroral
activity. However, in order to determine the phys-
ical processes at work during such times, it is
important to understand the plasma sheet config-
uration and the physical processes that operate at
other times.
At times of steady but moderate solar wind
energy coupling to the magnetosphere, magne-
tospheric circulation is thought to reach a state for
which all indicators of substorms show quies-
cence, yet polar cap circulation continues at a
steady and moderate level. Limited information
from single point measurements in the plasma
sheet suggests that convection in the tail is
unsteady despite the overall stability of the global
circulation of magnetic flux and particles.
In order to characterize this state of the
plasma sheet, correlative measurements at
many points of the system are necessary in
order to measure the spectrum of scale sizes
in the plasma sheet flows.
Magnetospheric Currents and Magnetic Field
Statistical averages of plasma and magnetic
field measurements provide average descriptions
of the system that often deviate considerably from
the instantaneous measurements, thus suggest-
ing that the system is far more complex than
the average models would suggest. It is impos-
sible for a static model parameterized on global
indices to capture the complexity, the richness,
and the physics of the instantaneous magnetos-
pheric configuration. Even global MHD models
are presently unable to reproduce the spectrum of
fluctuations that are seen in the data. In order to
describe correctly the variations, and to present
the appropriate challenges to theoretical and
modeling efforts, it is essential to separate spa-
tial from temporal variations. Multipoint meas-
urements of the plasma distribution functions and
the magnetic field would allow the spatial and
temporal scales over which changes occur to be
determined and the self-consistency between the
current distribution and the magnetic field to be
established.
The Tail Current Sheet
The current sheet is a most important feature
of the magnetosphere since it supports the mag-
netic field geometry of the tail, provides the envi-
ronment within which magnetospheric plasma is
accelerated, and undergoes the dynamic changes
that precede and follow a magnetic substorm.
Knowledge of the thickness and variability of the
current sheet is essential for an accurate descrip-
tion of the plasma energization processes in the
magnetosphere and even more critical to our
understanding of the substorm process by which
energy is dramatically redistributed in the geo-
space environment. The current sheet behavior
during times of relatively steady convection is
poorly understood. It is apparently quite thin, but
embedded in a much thicker plasma sheet that
allows convection to proceed in the absence of
substorms. The only possible way to ensure that
the tail current system is adequately diagnosed, at
the time and place where it actually becomes
unstable, is to simultaneously and continuously
measure its properties at many different downtail
distances. This necessitates a constellation of
satellites with separations along all three spatial
dimensions. Modeling and data assimilation of
field and plasma properties can result in an image
of the magnetosphere beyond that achievable
from the measurements alone.
Particle Acceleration
The continuously changing magnetic field con-
figuration, and electric fields inside the magnetos-
phere, result in a wide variety of mechanisms that
can accelerate charged particles. These particles
move around the magnetosphere, changing the
magnetic field and current distributions, and thus
changing the acceleration processes. In addition,
field-aligned currents may serve to connect the
magnetosphere to the ionosphere, resulting in
field-aligned electric potentials. The mecha-
nisms that produce field-aligned electric
potentials and their role in accelerating mag-
netospheric particles are poorly understood at
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present and yet they are a critical element in
the coupling between the magnetosphere and
the ionosphere. In addition to unfolding the
processes that act to maintain a balance between
the particle and magnetic pressures in the mag-
netotail, it is also necessary that the dramatic evo-
lution of these processes during a substorm be
understood.
The three-dimensional circulation of the sub-
storm-accelerated particles has not been clearly
resolved. Although single particle descriptions
have led to certain predictive pictures of the spa-
tial profiles of plasma sheet pressure, tempera-
ture, and density, such profiles have not been ver-
ified by measurements. In fact, there is evidence
from statistical averages that some of the predict-
ed pressure and temperature may not be present.
A resolution of these problems requires that the
system and its evolution be observed at many
points simultaneously over a wide range of exter-
nal conditions.
Magnetospheric Substorms
One problem has been central to magnetos-
pheric physics for 30 years, yet still remains large-
Jy unresolved, that of how magnetic-field energy is
converted into plasma-kinetic energy and thermal
energy during the course of magnetospheric sub-
storms. The evolution of the magnetosphere dur-
ing the course of a substorm is of primary interest
to the space/physics community. Our lack of
understanding is due in part to attempts to piece
together a global picture from single-point meas-
urements of different substorms. Substorms result
in an explosive release of energy and no two sub-
storms are alike. We have amassed several large
data sets, we have diagnosed several aspects of
substorms, and we have developed several mod-
els of substorms. What we do not have are
simultaneous, multipoint observations of sev-
eral substorms that would allow us to determine
the chain of events leading up to a substorm and
the chain of events during a substorm, which in
turn would allow us to understand the global evo-
lution of the magnetosphere and to evaluate the
various substorm models.
It is known that the magnetosphere changes
prior to a substorm in response to magnetic flux
added to the lobes: the plasma sheet thins and
currents intensify. Substorm onset marks a rapid
change in the magnetospheric topology and an
explosive release of energy. Several fundamental
questions about substorm physics are outstand-
ing. What is the morphology of the magnetos-
phere when a substorm starts and how does the
morphology evolve during the substorm? When
and where does reconnection start in the magne-
totail, how important is it, and how does it evolve
as the system evolves? How does the magnetotail
current system evolve prior to and during a sub-
storm and how does this current system relate to
auroral activity in the ionosphere? What are the
natures of plasma flows during substorms and of
particle acceleration during substorms? The
answers to these questions await multipoint
measurements.
Connection to the Aurora
In the magnetotail, at distances near 15 RE
from the Earth and close to the neutral sheet, fast
plasma sheet flows are responsible for most of the
plasma sheet energy, particle and flux transport.
Whether these fast flows can account for the
energization of the near-Earth environment and
the ionosphere during substorms is not presently
known due largely to our inability to resolve tem-
porally and spatially the three-dimensional struc-
tures involved in diverting the neutral sheet cur-
rent through the ionosphere in the so-called sub-
storm current wedge. The ISTP measurements
are providing some direct measurements of the
cross-tail localization of this process and a
glimpse of the complexity and richness of the
magnetotail plasma when studied at small spatial
scales. However, a sensible understanding of
this critical coupling process between the
magnetosphere and the ionosphere cannot be
achieved without appropriately distributed
measurements.
The prevailing understanding is that the current
wedge maps to the entire width of the aurora and
that its outermost boundary is the location where
the current feeds from the magnetosphere to the
ionosphere. Thus, it is a very important key in the
chain of energy transport from the plasma sheet
to the ionosphere. Understanding the three-
dimensional evolution of the substorm current
wedge system promises to solidify estimates of
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the magnetospheric-ionosphericenergycoupling
duringa substormand in additionprobesimulta-
neouslyits componentactivationsandtheir ionos-
phericmapping.
2.3 The Inner Boundary
The thin envelope of neutral and ionized gases
that surround our globe, the Earth's upper atmos-
phere, becomes a critical sink for energy and
momentum sources from both above and below
this region. In this lower boundary region of geo-
space many individual mechanisms for dissipation
and transport of energy have been identified.
However, the relative importance of the many
processes, and the different spatial and temporal
scales over which they operate, still elude our
understanding. The largest impediment to
progress in our understanding in these areas
is the lack of data gathered simultaneously at
several points in space.
Solar UV Energy
UV energy from the Sun creates the iono-
sphere and affects the chemistry of the various
species whose populations depend on the bal-
ance of competing production and loss mecha-
nisms. Although the basic chemistry is under-
stood, the energy balance associated with this
fundamental process is not. For example, one
third of the solar energy associated with the UV
ionization process appears as a form of kinetic
energy associated with newly liberated electrons
which eventually is transferred to the neutral gas.
As there are no reliable measurements with which
to measure and understand this flux, the extent to
which such suprathermal electrons contribute to
any dayside heating, plasma oscillations, and cur-
rent systems remains largely speculative.
Heating by Auroral Particle Precipitation
Scientific experiments have established the
mechanisms by which energetic precipitating
electrons interact with neutral particles in the
upper atmosphere to produce the visible light
emissions known as the aurora. Within this inter-
action, "thermal" electrons are created and neutral
gases are heated and ionized. The consequences
of these newly created regions of high conductivi-
ty and heated gases are not well understood
Figure 3. This auroral image shows
a multiplicity of spatial scales that
exist.
because the aurora is highly variable. It involves
a large range of distance scales, and is governed
by electric fields which vary at their source in the
magnetosphere and are controlled locally in the
upper atmosphere by the newly formed high con-
ductivity regions. Such fields not only govern the
motions of ionized gases, which in turn create
large-scale winds, but also critically affect the pro-
duction rates of numerous ion species. As a con-
sequence, the time constants for cooling and
transport mechanisms of the upper atmospheric
gases become highly nonlinear in these regions.
How the upper atmosphere responds as a sys-
tem to such localized and rapidly varying auro-
ral arc formations and electric fields remains a
fundamental unanswered question in the
solar-terrestrial chain of energy transfer and
dissipation.
Joule Heating
Besides heating caused by the kinetic energy
of precipitating auroral particles, the upper atmos-
phere is also heated by the electromagnetic ener-
gy of magnetospheric origin delivered by field-
aligned currents and Alfven waves. This Joule
heating may be shown to be proportional both to
the relative difference of the ion velocity and the
neutral wind and to the local conductivity, and thus
is highly altitude-dependent. Whereas such heat-
ing may be easily evaluated for "steady state" con-
ditions, the auroral region is highly variable and
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and thus our understandingbreaksdown, since
the time constants for the resulting localized
Pedersenconductivityregionsand neutralwinds
differfrom thoseof the highlyvariablemagnetos-
pheric electric fields. Furthermore,such varia-
tionsexistovercriticalverticaldistancescalesfor
which the altitude of maximum conductivity
dependson the impingingcharged-particle ener-
gy which is also highly variable. -
Evaluating the interplay of the variable con-
ductivity and electric fields over a large range
of spatial and temporal scales, as well as eval-
uating their nonlocal effects, is the next logical
step to progress in our understanding in this
area
Energy Conversion Between the Ion and
Neutral Gases
Although the ionized and neutral gases within
the upper atmosphere are subject to different
forces and boundary conditions, the movements
of these gases are coupled through ion-neutral
collisions. Thus, at high latitudes, the ions are set
in motion by large magnetospheric electric fields
which in turn set the neutral gases in motion. At
middle and low latitudes, the neutral gases are set
in motion from solar heating and they, in turn, drag
the ion gases, which set up electric fields through
differential forcing. What may appear to be a sim-
ple "cause and effect" relation between the two
coexisting gases is actually far more complicated
because the neutral gases tend to be sluggish,
whereas the direction and speed of the ionized
component responds quickly and efficiently to
rapid variations in the driving electric field. The
ion velocity also includes a broad range of scale
lengths that are involved with this "convection."
How the two gases couple, and over what
temporal and spatial scale lengths this cou-
pling is most efficient, remains one of the out-
standing fundamental questions in upper
atmospheric physics today.
Plasma Wave Instabilities and Heating
Another form of energy dissipation takes place
in the form of instabilities and turbulent mixing.
Such instabilities exist for both the ionized (e.g.,
two-stream, Rayleigh Taylor, gradient drift) and
neutral (e.g., acoustic waves) gases and include
important effects on boundaries, gradients and
localized heating. The key to understanding the
importance of energy dissipation in these
processes again falls upon our knowledge of how
the energy is distributed among the various scale
lengths inherent to both gases. Although there
may be more energy at longer scales, coupling
efficiencies may be greater at shorter scales, for
example, when the wavelength equals a gyro
radius. In addition, different dispersion relations
enable energy to grow more efficiently at different
scales. The interplay between growth rates and
dissipation processes eventually determines
whether a set of instability processes becomes
highly turbulent (e.g. "Spread-F" instabilities at the
magnetic equator), or maintains a predominantly
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Figure 4. Wind data from the UARS satel-
lite shows evidence for large scale waves
that can propagate to altitudes above 150
km.
coherent-like nature (e.g. two stream waves in the
auroral and equatorial electrojets).
Gravity Waves and Tides
Gravity wave energy originating from below the
upper atmosphere, coupled with tidal motions
within the upper atmosphere, create a highly com-
plex set of oscillations that exist on both global
and mesoscales at all latitudes. Such energy
sources have been observed along one-dimen-
sional in-situ trajectories, and more commonly, for
an extended period of time at a single location
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using observations obtained with ground-based
equipment. However, the global distribution of
such processes, how they affect the local neutral
and ionized number densities, and over what
scale lengths, remains largely unexplored in any
systematic way. For example, gravity-wave
breaking clearly involves highly nonlinear interac-
tions and a global data base is needed to evalu-
ate the resulting dissipative processes associated
with such events.
Electromagnetic Wave Energy Originating
From Thunderstorms
Another form of energy that penetrates the
Earth's upper atmosphere originates from the
upwards propagation of electromagnetic pulses
and storm-time electric fields associated with
lightning and weather systems. Such electric field
pulses have been shown to include a large com-
ponent parallel to the magnetic field and thus may
be expected to transfer their energy via a process
that heats the local gases. The existence of such
fields of tropospheric origin in the upper atmos-
phere results mainly from a series of exciting new
discoveries carried out in the last 10-15 years.
The extent and importance of such dissipation
effects, however, are currently still not known.
Transient thunderstorm-related electric fields exist
in localized "clusters" (of 100--1000 km typical
widths) that track the storm cells and may provide
important seasonal adjustments to the energy bal-
ance of the Earth's upper atmosphere.
3. WHAT ARE THE ISSUES?
From the preceding discussion it is apparent
that our present understanding of the geospace
environment is inadequate in a number of areas.
Previous observational programs have combined
with theoretical developments and computer mod-
eling to provide an excellent description of most of
the physical processes that can take place in the
environment. Single-point measurements, and
fortuitous multipoint measurements, have verified
that many of the processes we believe could take
place, probably do take place. Our goal must be to
determine the relative importance of the various
processes, the conditions for onset of the
processes, and the spatial and temporal scales
over which they evolve.
Answers to these questions are not just idle
curiosities. Rather, they directly affect our ability
to assess the vulnerability of biological and
human-made systems in space. As humanity
becomes increasingly more reliant on space
based systems it is essential that we advance our
understanding of the environment in which they
operate. In doing so we will fulfill two significant
objectives: (1) to protect our space based systems
in which we have so much invested, and (2) to
advance our understanding of the properties of
geospace that make it the unique environment it is
for supporting a habitable existence.
In the following sections we will identify specif-
ic science questions that are each most effective-
ly addressed with specific multiple satellite config-
urations. These questions involve the entire geo-
space environment and it is not sensible to expect
that a single mission will efficiently address all the
questions. However, the problems divide rather
naturally into three areas.
The lower boundary of the geospace environ-
ment provides the region for dissipation of the
energy extracted from the solar wind and trans-
ported through the magnetosphere. Presently we
do not know the important spatial and temporal
scales for the dissipation processes. Yet these
processes lead to changes in atmospheric com-
position, heating, and plasma transport parallel
and perpendicular to the magnetic field that must
be understood to determine their contribution to
the long-term stability of the atmosphere. In the
short term, changes in the atmospheric density
and composition can lead to unpredictable orbital
perturbations affecting the lifetime of satellites.
Variable plasma transport processes provide the
seeds for ionospheric instabilities that degrade the
propagation of radio signals. It is important that
we understand these effects well enough to eval-
uate the vulnerability of space-borne navigation
and communication systems.
In the magnetosphere the magnetic field and
plasma conditions frequently undergo rapid and
significant variations. The physical processes that
mediate these variations are applicable to many
other astrophysical situations and can be quanti-
tatively observed. The magnetosphere provides
an important location where measurements can
be used to evaluate or constrain theories that
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reachbeyondthe geospaceenvironmentintothe
evolutionof the plasmauniverse. In additionto
this rich researchtool, the magnetosphereisalso
the sourceof electricfieldsandenergeticparticles
that modifythe upperatmosphere. It is the region
in which trapped particlescan reach very high
energies and be transported rapidly to widely sep-
arated locations producing hazardous environ-
ments for geosynchronous satellites and other
orbiting vehicles including the space station and
the space shuttle. It is essential that we under-
stand the energy conversion and transport
processes well enough to quantify and ultimately
predict these hazards.
What we understand so far is that the geo-
space environment is not a simple linear system.
Its large-scale configuration and response are not
simply related to the external conditions, suggest-
ing that the immediately previous state needs to
be taken into account and that the role of coupling
between scale sizes needs to be understood.
These are the directions that future exploration
must take in order that we understand our envi-
ronment well enough to make sensible compar-
isons with other planetary environments, to deter-
mine the vulnerability of human systems that are
placed within it, and to assess the location of the
Earth in its evolutionary journey.
4. WHY MULTIPROBE MISSIONS?
The most important questions to be addressed
underlie three requirements that must be fulfilled
with new missions of understanding.
4.1. Removal of Space and Time Ambiguities
The geospace environment is constantly
changing in response to internal and external forc-
ing. This environment contains very large spatial
gradients that delineate boundaries between plas-
ma and neutral gas regimes with quite different
properties. These differences may lie in the tem-
perature, the velocity, the density, and the compo-
sition of the charged and neutral species. The
boundaries may also mark changes in the config-
uration of the magnetic field including the bow
shock and the magnetopause. The most impor-
tant point to note is that in addition to changes in
the parameters themselves inside the regions
separated by boundaries, the boundaries them-
selves are very dynamic. Thus, in any given
observational circumstance, it is necessary to
know if changes are effected by a change in the
location of a boundary with respect to the observ-
er (a spatial change) or a change in the properties
within a given region (a temporal change). Such
a resolution can only be obtained with the use of
multiple platforms. Abnef discussion concerning
the required number of satellites is in order. If a
discontinuity, such as those found in the solar
wind, is being carried past a set of satellites, then
four spacecraft are needed to define the orienta-
tion and velocity of the feature using only the
times of observation at each spacecraft. The fea-
ture must be essentially flat for such a description
to be helpful, i.e., it must have a radius of curva-
ture that is large compared to the separation dis-
tances between the satellites. If some simplifying
assumption can be made, such as the absence of
gradients along the magnetic field direction, then
the number of observations can be reduced. If,
however, the scale sizes of the changes are com-
parable to the separation of the satellites, then the
number of observations required increases. For
example, if one radius of curvature of a structure
is small, such as in a magnetic flux tube, then five
observations are needed to determine unambigu-
ously the velocity and orientation of the structure.
If the structure has two small radii of curvature
such as an ellipsoid, then six observations are
needed. If temporal variations are possible, a
seventh vehicle is required. If instead of describ-
ing a localized structure, one needs to pixelate a
volume of space in order to visualize the other-
wise invisible processes occurring within the vol-
ume, the number of observing sites required
becomes even larger. Assimilative modeling pro-
vides an important tool for use in extending the
detail available from individual pixel measure-
ments. In this case the cost-effective implementa-
tion of the mission depends on our ability to
design a sufficiently self-correcting assimilation
procedure based on what we learn about the
degree of reproducibility in the measurements.
4.2. Observations of Micro- and Macro- Scale
Phenomena
Throughout the geospace environment there is
strong evidence for links between large- & small-
scale processes. Many plasma instabilities
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require the presenceof large-scalegradientsto
producesmallerscale gradients. The dissipation
of heat and momentum at small-scale sizes
induces larger-scalemotions in responseto the
pressuregradientsthat arecreated. If we are to
identify importantphysical relationshipsbetween
processesthat act at quite differentspatial and
temporal scales, then observations must be
madesimultaneouslyat allthescalesizesthought
to be relevant. This requirementcan be met in
severalways that aredependenton the informa-
tion required. For example, the onset of small-
scaleprocessesand their evolutionmaybestud-
ied with global context suppliedby imagingthe
large-scaleconfigurationof the magnetosphere.
However,the associationbetweentwo widely
separated small-scaleprocesseswould require
the deploymentof, and simultaneousobserva-
tions from, two or more groupsof observational
vehicles.
4.3 Global Coverage
The wide range of spatial scales over which the
thermosphere, ionosphere, and magnetosphere
interconnect make it a fundamental priority that
we move toward the goal of simultaneously
observing the system at all spatial scales of
importance. The physical size of the system
requires multiprobe measurements to accomplish
this goal. In this report we will discuss multiprobe
missions that will provide foundations for the
future. The scope of these missions is limited by
considerations of available technology and cost,
which drive us toward present capabilities that can
be achieved utilizing a single launch vehicle. In
the magnetosphere, this limitation applies princi-
pally to the number of spacecraft that can be
deployed but not to their location. In the iono-
sphere and thermosphere this limitation applies
largely to the local time distribution of the probes.
The purpose of this report is therefore to provide
a base from which the first multiprobe mission def-
initions can be refined and also to provide some
scientific vision that establishes the need to
extend the multiprobe context into the deployment
of uniformly distributed observing platforms in
space.
It is most important to note that critical steps
forward cannot sensibly be made without con-
sideration of the deployment of multiple
observation platforms into geospace. While
this has long been a desire, the availability of new
technologies applied to instrumentation, satellite
manufacturing, and propulsion systems, now
make possible the required advances in scientific
knowledge.
5. TECHNOLOGY AND SCIENCE
NEEDS COMBINE
It is important to understand that the need to
separate space and time variations has been
appreciated for many years. Similarly, the need to
understand the coupling between physical
processes that act over quite different space and
time scales, has also been appreciated. While
previous observational missions have been
undertaken, and the precise measurements
required to constrain physical theories have been
exposed, our discipline has also seen a revolution
in the capabilities of space instrumentation, space
flight materials, and expected launch capabilities.
Furthermore, computational speed, storage
media, and data access capabilities, which are all
critical factors in assimilating and interpreting the
vast amounts of data that will be provided by the
multiprobe missions, have undergone great
advances in the past 10 years and are likely to
improve even further in the near future.
The importance of advanced technology devel-
opments and applications cannot be over empha-
sized. Now it is possible to construct sophisticated
instrumentation in a relatively small volume so
that the capabilities of a single satellite payload
are significantly increased. The same reduction in
size and mass of the instrumentation also applies
to many spacecraft subsystems and thus the
overall size of the satellite is reduced. High-capac-
ity solid-state memory systems allow data sam-
pling rates to be very high and radiation-hardened
digital signal processors allow sophisticated data
analysis and reduction procedures to be conduct-
ed onboard. Combined with innovative carrier sys-
tems and deployment techniques, it is possible to
carry many satellites into orbit on a single launch
vehicle. At high altitudes new miniature thruster
systems can be used to dramatically change the
orbits of satellites. At lower altitudes thrusters can
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be usedto accuratelymaintainsatelliteorbitsand
relativepositions.
Withtheseimprovedcapabilitiesthespacesci-
ence discipline is poised to make the next dra-
matic step toward significantly improving our
understandingof the environmentof the Earth
and other planets. These dramatic steps are
enabled by the unique ability of simultaneous
measurementsin space to separateambiguities
that haveuntilnowhiddenthe relativeimportance
of manyphysicalprocesses.
6. MULTIPROBE MISSIONS
The need to resolve spatial and temporal
ambiguities, and the need to establish the coher-
ence lengths for many physical processes in the
geospace environment, drive the need for multi-
probe missions. There are many multiple satellite
configurations, deployed in a variety of ways, that
could be utilized to attack specific problems. Each
mission varies in its complexity, number of satel-
lites, and number of launch vehicles, and hence
the range of desirable scenarios covers a wide
range of total costs. The science definition team
has considered three solar-terrestrial probe-class
missions that will produce a solid foundation upon
which future multiple satellite configurations can
rest and from which we can learn.
A Magnetospheric Multiscale Mission will
examine critical boundaries in the magnetosphere
with spatial scales from kilometers to several
Earth radii. The low-altitude extent of the geo-
space environment will be investigated to under-
stand energy dissipation in the upper atmosphere
by the Global Electrodynamics Mission. The
processes mediating global transport of energy
and momentum in the magnetosphere will be
investigated by the Magnetospheric Constellation
Mission.
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6.1 MAGNETOSPHERIC MULTISCALE MISSION
Understanding Fundamental Processes at Space Plasma Boundaries
MMS Summary
Space plasma science and technology have
achieved levels of maturity that now allow us to
turn away from phenomenology and towards fun-
damental understanding. The Magnetospheric
Multiscale (MMS) Mission is focused on
understanding the fundamental plasma
processes that operate at space plasma
boundaries and current sheets. Plasma
processes at boundaries transport, accelerate
and energize plasmas, and by doing so control
the structure and dynamics of the Earth's
magnetosphere and related astrophysical
plasma environments. The MMS Mission will
measure three dimensional (3-D) fields and parti-
cle distributions and will measure and discriminate
their temporal variations and 3-D spatial gradi-
ents, with high resolution, while dwelling in the
key magnetospheric boundary regions rang-
ing from the subsolar magnetopause to the
distant tail. It will separate spatial and temporal
variations over scale lengths appropriate to the
processes being studied - connecting the small-
scale kinetic regime to the larger-scale regimes
appropriate for magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) cal-
culations. The MMS ability to separate spatial
from temporal effects, and its ability to measure
gradients, are the critical missing links of previous
missions that will allow MMS to dramatically
enhance our understandings of these fundamen-
tal processes.
The MMS Mission consists of both a "tele-
scope" and a "microscope." The MMS telescope
consists of two small microsats in elliptical orbit
that will provide global stereo ENA imaging to
provide the context of large-scale dynamics. The
heart of the MMS Mission, its microscope, is a
boundary layer probe consisting of four identical
spinning spacecraft (s/c), flying in a tetrahe-
dral configuration with spacing variable from
less than 10 km to several Re.
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Eachs/c will containan identicalset of 3-D
instrumentswithhighangularandtemporalres-
olution (plasma electronand ion composition,
energeticelectronand ioncomposition,magne-
tometer, electric fields and waves).
InterspacecraftVHF rangingwill determines/c
spacingand allow trigger modebursthigh rate
data recordingonall s/c for maximumresolution
of boundariesor events. Onboard propulsion
will allowthe orbitsof the MMS"probe"to have
four separatemissionphasescoveringalmost
the entire magnetosphere,from the near-Earth
equatorto the magnetotail.In eachphasethe4-
s/c "probe"willdwell at apogeein keyboundary
regionsof magnetic reconnectionand energy
conversion.
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MMS Mission Description
The Earth's magnetic canopy or magnetos-
phere acts both as a shield against the solar
particle flux and as a storage reservoir for ener-
gy extracted from the solar wind flow. The cou-
pling between the solar wind flow and the mag-
netosphere, and the transport of energy within
the magnetosphere, appear to be controlled by
processes occurring in a number of thin bound-
ary regions that separate vast and topologically
distinct volumes of magnetospheric plasma.
Models (sometimes conflicting) exist for some of
these controlling processes, but they fail to
uniquely identify the kinetic processes responsi-
ble for dissipation, they fail to connect the small-
scale (kinetic) to the larger-scale MHD process-
es, and they are not adequately testable using
existing data sets. As a result of the
Magnetospheric Multiscale Mission we will be
able to understand how the magnetosphere is
energized by the solar wind and we will be able
to develop quantitative models based on first
principles that predict the energy transfer.
Through the detailed, highly coordinated meas-
urement of particles and fields, MMS will deter-
mine with unprecedented resolution the
microscale and mesoscale spatial properties of
space plasmas in the key magnetospheric
boundary regions.
For the first time we will measure in detail the
physically relevant properties of magnetic
reconnection in its various guises, which is the
primary process that couples solar wind plas-
mas and fields into the Earth's magnetosphere,
and which converts magnetic field energy densi-
ty to particle energization inside the magnetos-
phere. Magnetic reconnection will be directly
observed in each of the regimes where it is
thought to occur around the Earth, including
both the magnetopause and the magnetotail.
This process is vital for transferring energy from
magnetic fields to plasmas, and for coupling dif-
ferent regimes. It is central to many astrophysi-
cal theories, yet its operation in collisionless
space plasmas is very poorly understood (as
with other boundary processes, the kinetic
processes responsible for the dissipation, and
the connection between kinetic and larger-scale
processes, are not known). We will quantitative-
ly characterize the acceleration of charged par-
ticles to high energies in different distinct mag-
netic geometries. We will uniquely specify the
spatial and temporal properties of plasma
waves and turbulence which are of significance
in many cosmic settings. Finally, we will be able
to study the stability and dynamics of plasma
structures over a remarkably wide range of
parameters. The MMS Mission represents a
major evolutionary leap beyond the pathfinding
ESA Cluster Mission. Whereas the ESA cluster
spacecraft are four independent spacecraft
which fly in formation in a single operational
orbit designed to study the bow shock and the
cusp, the insitu probe part of MMS is a cluster of
four electronically tethered, inter-communicating
spacecraft designed to use orbit adjustments to
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study controllingboundaryprocessesthroughout
the entiremagnetosphere.
Key Science Questions
o How do microscale processes near
plasma boundaries couple to larger-
scale dynamics and structures?
o What controls the transport of magnetic
fields, and thus energy, across plasma
boundaries?
o How are electric currents generated at
boundaries to influence distant magne-
tospheric regions?
o How do processes at plasma boundaries
accelerate charged particles?
Required Measurements
Table 1 provides a description of the measure-
ments required at four separate closely spaced
points to determine the 3-D structure and dynam-
ics of the key thin magnetospheric boundaries.
The data must be properly synchronized between
each spacecraft and must be sampled at a rate
consistent with resolving spatial scales down to,
for some regions, a few kilometers.
A proper understanding of the physical
processes at work in different boundary regions
requires 3-D measurements of the particle distri-
butions and the electric and magnetic fields. From
the measured gradients and curls of the fields and
particle distributions, spatial variations in currents,
densities, velocities, pressures, and heat fluxes
can be calculated. Finally, identification of particle
acceleration processes and regions where anom-
alous transport of charged particles is taking place
will be uncovered through measurements of ac
electric and magnetic field emissions.
In addition to these insitu measurements of
essential plasma parameters, a global context for
these measurements is required to assess the
degree to which the mesoscale and microscale
processes might regulate or be regulated by the
global scale configuration and dynamics of the
magnetosphere. This will be obtained by two
small microsatellites dedicated to energetic neu-
tral atom (ENA) imaging of the magnetosphere,
and access to other space and ground-based
imagers and monitors. The ENA imagers, meas-
uring remotely the spatial, energy, and composi-
tional distributions of the > 5 keV ion populations
that generate the ENAs earthward of 10-12 RE,
will complement any existing ENA imaging mis-
sions (IMAGE, Twins) by viewing the plasma
dynamics from a near equatorial perspective. This
perspective, for example, will increase the proba-
bility of viewing topology changes associated with
reconnection and/or related processes in the
near-Earth magnetotail. The ENA imaging satel-
lites will remain in their insertion orbits of ~12 RE
apogee and -28 degree inclination throughout the
mission. Stereo imaging is achieved by means of
the natural random positioning of the two space-
craft on the same orbit trajectory. The ENA
imagers will be sensitive to ENA intensities < 1
(cm2.s.sr.keV)-I for accumulations of ~10 min
[strong magnetic storm intensities have intensities
Table 1. Required Measurements for Magnetospheric MultiScale Mission
Parameter
Electric Field Vector
Magnetic Field Vector
Magnetospheric Plasma
Energetic Particle Distribution
AC Electric Field
100Hztol MHz
AC Magnetic Field
100 Hz to 100 kHz
Range
-500 to 500 mV m -1
- 1000 to 1000 nT
1 eV - 30 keV
30 keV - 3 MeV
10 -6 (V/m) 2/Hz to
10 -16(V/m) 2/Hz
10 -6 (nT) 2/Hz to
10-16 (nT) 2/Hz
Accuracy
_+0.5 mV m-1
•+0.1 nT
_+10%
_+5%
+5%
_+5%
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> 1000 at lower altitudes] with angular resolution
capabilities of < 4 degrees.
The Magnetospheric Multiscale Mission will
also be conducted in concert with vigorous sup-
port from computer modeling and simulation activ-
ities. The MMS Mission's multiscale measurement
strategy is ideally suited to the next generation of
global magnetospheric simulation codes, which
will have the capability of incorporating the more
detailed physics of magnetospheric boundary lay-
ers. This advance in computational physics will
allow an unprecedented closure between obser-
vations and theory on multiple scales, with physi-
cal insights that will be applicable to many other
astrophysical plasma systems for which we will
never be able to directly obtain the quantitative
closure between observations and theory that
space-time separated insitu measurements alone
can provide.
Measurement Strategy
The measurement strategy has four basic compo-
nents:
o Four spacecraft fly in close proximity to
form a single probe that can uniquely
separate space and time.
o Use of interspacecraft ranging and com-
munication to explore wide range of
scales down to <10 km.
o Four different orbital phases to cover the
entire magnetosphere.
o Two microsatellites in separate orbits
providing stereo connection to global
scales.
The spacecraft complement will be launched
from a single vehicle. The two imaging spacecraft
will be placed in elliptical orbits with apogee of 12
Re and provide continuous imaging of the inner
and mid-magnetosphere. The four remaining
identical spacecraft will initially be placed in orbits
in the equatorial plane. By varying the orbit
apogee, the rotation of the line of apsides allows
the tetrahedral satellite configuration to pass
through many critical boundary regions in the
equatorial boundary layers, the dayside magne-
topause and the distant tail. The final phase of the
mission will involve changing the orbital inclination
to polar so that the satellite configuration may
pass through the high latitude cusp and magne-
tosheath boundaries. During all phases of the mis-
sion the spacecraft separation will be varied from
<10 km to several Earth radii. Such separations
will allow space and time variations to be exam-
ined for processes operating on micro and
mesoscales.
Phases 1-3, Equatorial
The initial orbit is 1.2 x 12 Re (perigee x
apogee), equatorial (inclination < 10°), with initial
apogee in the nightside. This allows measure-
ments with long dwell times in the near tail region
where dynamic changes in the magnetic field
occur during substorms and in the dayside mag-
netopause where reconnection is inferred to
occur. Phase 2 extends the apogee of the orbit
from 12 Re to 30 Re. Orbit adjustment will be
phased so that the apogee remains in the dawn-
side magnetopause as the magnetic local time of
the apogee changes from -1000 to -0400. At that
time the spacecraft will make one traversal in local
time of the midrange magnetotail, dwelling during
each orbit near 30 Re. Plasmoid formation, x-line
motion, turbulent current disruptions, and plas-
moid disconnections are the key processes to
study in this distance range. Phase 3 takes the
probes past the moon, with midtail apogees -
MMS will be able to answer definitively questions
about the distant x-line, about plasma entry, and
about dynamic plasma tail disconnection and
transport characteristics.
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Phase 4, Polar
Phase4 is a 10 x 30 Re polarorbit, with the
apogee in the equatorial plane. Although this
phase appears superficiallysimilar to the ESA
Clusterorbit, this low-eccentricityorbit is the first
spacecraftrackwhichcanskimtheentiredayside
magnetopausefrom cusp to cusp and cover the
high latitudetranscuspmagnetopause.Thusspa-
tial scales and repetition rates of FTEs can be
analyzed.This orbit also allowsNorth-Southcuts
throughthe magnetotailat 30 Re,complementing
the East-West equatorial plane cuts done in
Phase2.
Spacecraft Description
The overall satellite configurationconsists of
six spacecraft.Four are identically instrumented
to performthe measurementsoutlinedin Table1.
Theyhaveon-boardpropulsionfor apogeeadjust-
ment and inter-spacecraftrangingand alerts to
constitutea closelyspacedconfigurationthat will
enablespaceandtimevariationsto be separated
overscalesrangingfrom a few kilometersto sev-
eral Re. Sunsensorsand a star tracker provide
attitudedetermination.In additiontwo identically
instrumentedmicro-satellitesdeployed in sepa-
rate orbits provide global ENA imaging data.
Figure5 showsthe stackedsatelliteconfiguration
at launch.
Enabling Technologies
Thereareseveralnewtechnologiesthat make
the multiscale mission immediately realizable.
The sophisticationof instrumentationwithin the
smallvolumesof sixspacecraftisduein largepart
to the dramaticadvancesmadein miniatureelec-
tronic technology.Not only instrumentationbut
spacecraftsubsystemshavebenefitedfromthese
advances that are being used in almost every
aspect of the multiscale mission. Significant
advances in miniature radio transmitters and
receiversallow interspacecraftrangingto be suc-
cessfully used for accurate measurementsof
spacecraftseparationdistances.Eachspacecraft
will functionautonomously,but thedatawill forma
singleboundarylayerprobe.
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6.2 GLOBAL ELECTRODYNAMICS MISSION
Understanding energy dissipation in the Earth's upper atmosphere over all important
spatial and temporal scales.
It should be apparent that a single mission to
probe the inner boundary of the geospace envi-
ronment is not sufficient to resolve all the uncer-
tainties about it's behavior. However, the past
and present flight programs undertaken by
NASA represent the foundation upon which the
next major mission should be based. Following
the legacy provided by the TIMED mission to
uncover the energy balance of the lower ther-
mosphere and mesosphere it will be necessary
to embark upon a mission to elucidate the
dynamic response of the region to the energy
inputs.
The low-altitude extent of the geospace envi-
ronment provides a partially ionized collisional
plasma that allows electric currents to be gener-
ated and dissipated within it. The medium
behaves in a nonlinear fashion, since the pres-
ence of electric fields in the medium may
change the conductivity and currents. Changes
in the conductivity at large scales will affect the
electrodynamics at smaller scales. Furthermore,
the magnitudes of the changes resulting from
external inputs will depend upon the present
dynamical state of the medium. In order to
determine the most important factors determin-
ing the dynamics and dynamical response of the
lower regions of geospace, it is necessary to
make measurements of changes within an
already dynamic system. This long-standing
problem of space and time ambiguity can only
be removed by successive measurements in the
same volume of geospace.
The Global Electrodynamics Mission will pro-
vide systematic multipoint measurements in the
ionosphere-thermosphere system to determine
how the ionized and neutral gases exchange
energy and how energy is injected and dissipat-
ed in the lower thermosphere. Multipoint meas-
urements will enable space/time ambiguities to
be resolved and thus enable the distance scales
of the most effective energy coupling to be
ascertained. Multipoint measurements will pro-
vide a means to distinguish between the relative
importance of turbulent mixing vs. instabilities in
several smaller scale dissipation processes.
Although decades of highly successful exper-
imental programs have recognized that critical
energy dissipation mechanisms take place in
the Earth's upper atmosphere and often in local-
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ized regions, for many of these fundamental
processes, we still do not understand HOW
these mechanisms actually redistribute and
channelenergy,and the relativeimportanceof
manyofthecompetingmechanisms.This isdue
to the highlynonlinearnatureof manyof these
processesovera widerangeof spatialandtem-
poral scales, the fact that electricfields affect
neighboring regions nonlocally,and that the
response times for the neutral and ionized
gasesdiffersignificantly.
The Global ElectrodynamicsMissionwill pro-
vide a suiteof in situ platformswhichwill:
1)distinguishspatialandtemporaleffects;and
2) determinehow nonlinearinteractionsof neu-
tral and plasmagasesaffectthe distributionsof
each speciesand thus the electrical coupling
that they mediate.
Key Science Questions
o Howare energyand momentum
exchangedbetweenion and neutral
gasesin the upperatmosphere?
o Howdoesthe stateof the ionosphere
determineits responseto a givenexter-
nal forcing?
o Howare theionosphereand magnetos-
phereactivelycoupled?
o Whatare the rolesof turbulenceand
coherentflows in energyexchange
processes?
Required Measurements
Table 2 summarizes the measurement
requirements that should be considered.
In order to accomplish the stated objectives, the
key characteristics of the charged and neutral
gases in the upper atmosphere must be meas-
ured. These measurements must be accompa-
nied by knowledge of the magnetic field pertur-
bations and electric fields that are internally gen-
erated and imposed from the magnetosphere.
Energetic particle precipitation represents a
substantial energy source from the magnetos-
phere that must be quantified at high latitudes.
In situ measurements need to be made at alti-
tudes below 200 km and in this region the
dynamics of the lower thermosphere and iono-
sphere are strongly influenced by winds and
waves that propagate from lower altitudes. The
Global Electrodynamics Mission does not study
the global characteristics of the system in any
detailed way. Such studies require the simulta-
neous location of multiprobes at different local
times. However, it is important that the ability to
describe the large scale characteristics of the
system, at least qualitatively, be included in the
mission concept. Most conveniently, this can be
achieved by remote sensing.
Measurement Strategy
Measurements of the basic state variables
describing the ionosphere and thermosphere
are required in a region where the interaction
Table 2. Required Measurements for Global Electrodynamics Mission
Parameter
Constituent Atmospheric Density
Neutral Gas Temperature
Neutral Gas Velocity
Constituent Ionospheric Density
Ion and Electron Temperature
Ion Velocity Vector
Electric Field Vector
Magnetic Field Vector
Energetic Particle Distribution
Auroral Zone Latitude Extent
Neutral Composition below 300 km
Range
1-60 amu 10 8_ 10 12 cm-3
100 - 5000 K
-3 to+3kms -1
1-56amu5- 10z cm-3
100 to 10000 K
0 to 4 km s -1
0 to 200 mV m -1
0 to 60000 nT
0 - 50 KeV
100-2000 km
1-60 amu 10 6 - I012 cm -3
Accuracy
A M/M,I amu :N,_+10 %
___10%
_10 m s -1
A M/M,I amu :N,_I0 %
___10%
___10m s-1
+_0.5 mV m-_
_1 nT
___leV
___10km
A M/M,I amu :N,___I0 %
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between the ionosphere and thermosphere
dominates the energy and momentum balance
of the region. In this region below 350 km alti-
tude, the time scales for interactions vary from
seconds to a few hours and over spatial scales
of a few kilometers to thousands of kilometers.
Separation of space and time variations over
these scales can only be achieved by ensuring
that observations are made sequentially in the
same volume. Resolution of time and spatial
gradients along the track of the spacecraft
require that three satellites be in nominally the
same orbit with separation distances varying
from a small fraction of an orbit to 1/2 orbit. A
measure of spatial gradients across the space-
craft track requires that one spacecraft make
similar measurements in the same orbit but dis-
placed in local time.
A requirement to launch all satellites from a
single vehicle limits the local time displacement
of a fourth vehicle to that achievable from launch
maneuvers.
Three spacecraft will be placed into the same
elliptical orbit (3000 km x 350 km) and a fourth
placed into the same eccentricity orbit at a local
time separated from the previous satellites orbit
by about 1 hour. The orbit inclination will be 78
degrees, thus allowing access to the highest
magnetic latitudes at some longitudes while
retaining the ability to access all local times over
a relatively short period (3 months).
Each spacecraft will also be equipped with
propulsion allowing excursions and retreats to
and from perigee altitudes as low as 140 km.
Propulsion will also be used to adjust individual
orbit periods so that variable spacing along the
orbit can be obtained.
Spacecraft Description
The Global Electrodynamics Mission will
employ four identically instrumented spacecraft.
The requirement for excursions into a high-drag
region of the atmosphere is met by providing an
elongated geometry along the spacecraft veloc-
ity vector, with solar cells deployed edge-on in
the wake. Figure 6 shows the configuration of
the four spacecraft at launch. A spring-loaded
ejection mechanism is employed to deploy the
spacecraft that are subsequently three-axis sta-
bilized with the use of Sun sensors and horizon
sensors. The spacecraft will be maintained with
one axis pointing toward the Earth, thus per-
forming one revolution per orbit. Each space-
craft will carry significant propellant for small
adjustments to the orbit period and to support
multiple perigee excursions to altitudes of 150
km or lower. It is expected that several hundred
excursions will take place during the targeted 2
year mission.
The requirement for remote sensing to pro-
vide two-dimensional views of the aurora, such
as shown previously in figure 3, and a measure
of low-altitude winds, would most sensibly be
achieved by incorporating an additional space-
craft in a circular orbit optimized for such meas-
urements. In such a case, careful study is
required to ensure that data obtained from
perigee excursions, and data obtained from
remote sensing is available in the same regions
of space at the same time. Specific mission
planning will be required to accomplish this task
and it should be conducted by a mission defini-
tion team that also accounts for the specific
capabilities of selected instrumentation.
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Enabling Technologies
The Global Electrodynamics Mission addresses
the scientific and measurement problems by utiliz-
ing four identical spacecraft deployed in two orbital
planes with three spacecraft in 1 local time plane
and the other displaced by about one hour in local
time. The ability to carry four well-instrumented
spacecraft into orbit from a single launch vehicle is
enabled by the rapid advances in instrument and
spacecraft subsystem miniaturization. These
spacecraft must include substantial propulsion
systems for orbit maintenance and must utilize the
highest technology materials development to be
accommodated in a single carrier. New instrument
devices must withstand high velocity encounters
with the neutral atmosphere and ram pressures
that, in many cases, will render conventional meas-
urement techniques inoperable. Scientists and
engineers have been pursuing these problems for
some time and the availability of new technologies
has made it possible to overcome the most signifi-
cant challenges to success.
Figure 6. Launch configuration for
four principal satellites comprising the
Global Electrodynamics Mission and
potential fifth spacecraft.
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6.3 MAGNETOSPHERIC CONSTELLATION MISSION
Provide instantaneous global maps of plasma and field structures in the magnetosphere.
Radio Tomography and In Situ Sampling
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The Earth's magnetosphere is a complex
system in which small-scale, localized process-
es have global consequences. In limited
regions we have seen that a snapshot realiza-
tion of the magnetosphere deviates strongly and
importantly from a statistical picture. Yet, to
date we have only statistical pictures on which
to base our understanding. To advance our
understanding of the complex large-scale
dynamics of the system, and the global trans-
port within the system, requires at least simulta-
neous measurements of its interconnected parts
at multiple-scale sizes. However, the magne-
tospheric volume is extremely large and achiev-
ing this goal will require the deployment of many
observational platforms and the utilization of
sophisticated physical assimilation models that
will allow the extension of the multipoint meas-
urements into a global image of the magnetos-
phere. A Magnetospheric Constellation is a very
rich mission that will bring several outstanding
issues to closure. It is based on two comple-
mentary concepts: measure in situ and synthe-
size an image using tomography and assimila-
tive models.
The ISTP mission has determined the con-
nections, quantified the transport, and clarified
the issues, but the mechanisms underlying the
driving and transport are not known. A
Magnetospheric Constellation Mission will
reveal how the magnetotail behaves dynamical-
ly and could uncover the convection pattern in
the magnetotail. The morphology of plasma
entry at the dayside reconnection sites will be
investigated with sequential passes through
them. Further insights into the mechanisms in
the magnetosphere that generate aurora will be
investigated with the ability to resolve space and
time ambiguities. Thus the nature of the feed-
back of aurora on the magnetosphere can be
investigated. Finally the onset and evolution of
substorms in the magnetotail can be investigat-
ed with suitably located probes that move
sequentially through large volumes of space.
The magnetosphere is a complex system with
several mechanisms operating on many scale
sizes. A Magnetospheric Constellation mission
will provide the means to uncover how these dif-
ferent mechanisms interact.
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Key Science Questions
o How does solar wind material enter the
magnetosphere and where does it go?
o How does solar wind structure affect the
magnetosphere?
o What is the role of large scale turbu-
lence in the magnetosphere?
o What are the mechanisms underlying
mass and energy flow in the magnetos-
phere?
o What causes and what limits energy
surges in the geospace environment?
Required Measurements
The most critical questions exposed in the
discussions above point to the need for knowl-
edge of the instantaneous configuration of the
plasma and the magnetic field in the magnetos-
phere. The magnetic field configuration cannot
be sensed remotely with sufficient accuracy to
address the critical questions, and thus the need
for in-situ measurements of the magnetic field is
paramount. The plasma density and density tur-
bulence may be sensed and imaged remotely
by combining radio science techniques with
computed tomography. Knowledge of the veloc-
ity distribution of the plasma is also required to
meet some of the science objectives described
above. In situ measurements of the magnetic
field and particle energy distribution may be
obtained with the use of sensors requiring very
limited resources. It is thus sensible to consider
these measurements as fundamental to the mis-
sion. Beyond these key parameters, added
sophistication needs to be considered in relation
to the ability to carry the required payload mass
to orbit from a single vehicle.
Measurement Strategy
In constructing a measurement strategy for
the Magnetospheric Constellation Mission, two
important goals must be met. First, multiple in
situ measurements are required over substan-
tial spatial and temporal scales in order to sepa-
rate spatial and temporal ambiguities in the phe-
nomena being observed. Second, a large-scale
perspective of the magnetospheric configuration
must be continuously observed to determine the
feedback between the process occurring within
it and its interaction with the interplanetary envi-
ronment.
The Magnetospheric Constellation Mission
strives to combine multipoint, in situ observa-
tions with large-scale global images. This
very powerful combination of measurement
techniques can uniquely advance our under-
standing of the cross-scale coupling between
the global geospace processes and the small-
scale kinetic processes. The largest obstacle in
achieving this goal is the needed resolution and
the vast volume of space. Scale sizes less than
1 Re require >>1000 points to be mapped while
in situ observations of only 10 to 100 small
satellites are within reach with present technolo-
gy. The measurement approach of the constel-
lation mission combines the focused sets of in
situ observations of 10 to 100 satellites with
remote-sensing imaging techniques and sophis-
ticated data assimilation models.
Global Imaging with Radio Tomography.
Global images of plasma density, density tur-
bulence, convection velocity, and magnetic field
turbulence, can be provided with radio tomogra-
phy imaging. TomographJc imaging Js a remote-
sensing technology which combines very well
established radio science techniques with com-
puted tomography (derived from the medical
industry). The images require 10 to 20 satellites
to form two-dimensional images of slices of the
magnetosphere at tens of seconds resolution
yielding 100 to 400 pixels. Tomographic imaging
is most effective from -4 Re to -30 Re above
the Earth's surface. This large volume of the
magnetosphere can be mapped over an - 1-
year period. The mission title figure shows the
multiple ray paths produced by the radio tomog-
raphy experiment and the reconstructed density
distributions that such an experiment will pro-
duce.
In Situ Observations.
Multipoint in situ observation of the magnetic
field, plasma flow, energy flow, and currents are
critical to the constellation mission. These
require electron and ion distributions and the
vector magnetic field with about 10-second res-
olution. The total payload mass is the limiting
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factor in determininghow manyspacecraftcan
be put intoorbit.Thus,there is a cleartrade-off
betweenthe spectrumof observationsand the
numberof satellites.The magneticfield is the
mostcrucialof the measurements,so the most
limited spacecraftwould have only a magne-
tometer. The low mass could allow for -100
suchspacecraft.Thenext levelwouldbe to add
instrumentationto measure the plasma flow
and, at times, the bulk of the energy flow.
Electronobservationsare neededto measure
thetotal energyand energyflow.
Assimilative Models.
The use of assimilative models is essential to
the success of the constellation mission. The
relatively limited number of probes (20-100)
cannot sample the entire volume at the required
spatial resolution. Thus, in addition to the radio
tomography supplying an image of the magne-
tospheric density, we will employ assimilative
models to complete images of the magnetic field
and plasma flows using the point measure-
ments and density images as constraints to the
assimilative procedure.
These three measurement strategies are
used in complementary ways to address the key
science questions. The interspacecraft radio-
sounding will always provide a picture of the
evolving magnetosphere enclosed in the large
volume defined by the spacecraft orbits. The
spacecraft orbits themselves and the apsidal
rotation can allow sequential measurements
through key areas of the magnetotail and the
magnetopause, thus allowing the space and
time evolution of the magnetic field and the plas-
ma flows to be studied during substorms and
across plasma entry regions. Finally, at all times
the single-point configuration of flows and mag-
netic field at the satellite locations can provide
sensible constraints to MHD models and other
assimilative processes that allow a consistent
global picture of the magnetosphere to be con-
structed.
Spacecraft Description
It should be emphasized that the spacecraft
are built in a manner that provides a very strong
correlation between the spacecraft volume and
the spacecraft mass. To the extent that the rela-
tionship between mass and volume also exists
in the instrumentation, and the necessary sup-
port subsystems, then there is a direct relation-
ship between the number of spacecraft that can
be accommodated in a single-launch vehicle
and the sophistication of the payload.
Technology is advancing rapidly in the area of
instrument miniaturization and it is thus prudent
not to prematurely adopt an absolute approach.
Nevertheless, the distinction between a constel-
lation mission that enables radio tomographic
imaging of the plasma density in the interior of
the magnetosphere and one that does not pro-
vides some useful perspectives. A radio tomog-
raphy mission will allow in situ sampling from 20
spacecraft while simultaneously providing
images of the magnetospheric density varia-
tions with high temporal resolution. The
absence of tomography would allow the number
of probes carrying simple magnetometers and
plasma analyzers to be increased to 60 or more.
Such a configuration would allow a much more
detailed description of the magnetic field config-
uration to be specified in a limited volume of the
magnetosphere. It is clear that the configuration
of the constellation should depend upon the sci-
entific emphasis of the mission, and that the
concept of satellite constellations should be
viewed in an evolutionary way.
Two illustrations of spacecraft configurations
attached as a stack on a single mother vehicle
are shown in Figure 7. On the left, 20 space-
craft, each weighing approximately 20 kg and
equipped with onboard propulsion and attitude
control is shown. Such a configuration would
enable tomographic imaging to be performed in
addition to providing the information to study
space and time variations at different locations
in the magnetosphere. On the right, 60 space-
craft each weighing 8 kg, without onboard
propulsion or attitude control, and accommodat-
ing basic instrumentation is shown. Such a con-
figuration would provide more in situ data points
to constrain assimilative models of the magnet-
ic field and plasma flows, but would not directly
diagnose the density distribution within the large
magnetospheric volume. A larger number of
spacecraft or more sophisticated instrumenta-
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Figure 7. Basic principals employing a
20 to 100 spacecraft in specified orbits
tion could be accommodated if technology
enhancements allow further component minia-
turization. However, science closure with these
different emphases can be reached by synthe-
sizing a composite picture of the dynamic mag-
netosphere at time scales of the order of 3s via
simultaneous sampling of particles and fields
over spatial scales between 1 and 15 Earth
radii.
The constellation spacecraft will be attached
to one or two mother vehicles (upper stage) that
will be spin-stabilized and have a bipropellant or
hydrazine system for ascent to final orbit. One
mother vehicle will be used if a single line of
apsides and inclination is desired, and will carry
a single stack of spacecraft to their final orbits.
Two mother vehicles will be used to carry two
stacks of spacecraft to their final orbits, if more
variable orbital parameters are required for the
individual constellation spacecraft. The space-
craft stack(s) will be launched with a single
launch vehicle (Med-Lite) to a geosynchronous
transfer orbit. The mother vehicle(s) will then
mother "tug" vehicle allow the deployment of
raise perigee, and apogee, and reduce their
inclination to one or more sets of elliptical orbits.
They will release one spacecraft at a time and
change their orbit in between releases to
accommodate the orbital parameters of each
ensuing release. The above scenario allows the
realization of a large number of different orbital
configurations, subject to a scheme that maxi-
mizes science return from a given number of
spacecraft and instruments. The present
arrangement, that allows science closure within
today's budgetary constraints, calls for a release
of all spacecraft in a single line of apsides, but
with the provision of several satellite groups at
different altitudes. This formation is accom-
plished by placing two spacecraft at higher
apogee and separating them by the mean
anomaly, while placing two spacecraft at lower
perigee and separating them by inclination. The
spacecraft can form a tetrahedral configuration
approximately 10% of the time. Repetition of
the above scheme for different apogee altitudes
allows multiple cluster-like configurations to be
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operationalat a giventimeandcoveringa large
numberof samplingpointsthroughoutthe mag-
netosphereduring any given mission phase.
The magneticfield measurementswill constrain
and validateassimilationproceduresto provide
global realizationsof the current,plasmapres-
sure, density profile, and energy flux density.
Multipointmeasurementswithinthe volumecan
also validatethe tomographicreconstructionof
the electrondensityin a meridionalplane,and
thus place those in situ measurementsin the
contextof the globaltopology.
Enabling Technologies
A magnetosphericconstellationmission is
enabled by rapid advancesin spacecraftcon-
structionmaterialsand instrumentminiaturiza-
tion. Modern spacecraft propulsionsystems
can be utilizedefficientlyfor orbit transferand
adjustments,thusallowinga singlelaunchvehi-
cle to establishan initial orbit for manyspace-
craft. In summary,placing a large numberof
spacecraftin their requiredorbits is a challenge
that can beeffectivelymet withpresentstateof
the art technology.A significantchallengefac-
ing sucha missionalso lies in the management
of the data downlink. But new innovationsin
this area are likely to be directly applicableto
theconstellationmissionneeds. Theincreasing
availabilityof groundstationsmay enablecon-
ventionaldatacollectionactivitiesto proceedat
multiplesites. In additionlasercommunications
fromthe groundare now beingseriouslyevalu-
ated and would allow data transmissionswith
relativelylow powerat the spacecraftitself.
SUMMARY
The foregoing science discussions, the
requiredmeasurementsand the detailedimple-
mentationplansshouldprovideampleevidence
insupportof the contentionthat geospacemul-
tiprobes are the next logical step forward in
explorationof our environment. The advance-
mentof technologyinareassuchas mechanical
engineering,powersystems,circuitminiaturiza-
tion, high-capacitydatastorage,and innovative
propulsionsystemsall allowthe implementation
of multiplesatelliteconfigurationswithina con-
strained budget. The problems that have
plaguedour interpretationof previousdata and
the advancementsthat couldnot bemadewith-
out theavailabilityof multipleplatformscannow
be overcome. New multiprobemissionsprom-
ise to producea realleapforwardin ourunder-
standingof the geospaceenvironmentfor they
will allow all the requiredmeasurementsto be
madein all the rightplaces. The mostefficient
useof resources,and applicationof experience
andknowledge,willbeachievedfroma seriesof
missionssuchasenvisionedbySolarTerrestrial
Probes.The returnfor our investmentin a mul-
tiprobe mission sequence is the organized
advancementof our understandingin two key
areas. First,we will understandthe geospace
environmentto a level that will allow real quan-
titative assessmentof the impactsof humans
and the vulnerabilityof humanspacesystems.
Second,this advancementwill allowus to more
fullyevaluatepresentandfuturedatafromother
planetaryenvironmentsto assess differences
importantto habitability.
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